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The Flyboy s Temptation starts with a bang, literally The characters are unique and keep
readers guessing while humor arises from the awkward doctor RT Book Reviews. After a
death defying escapade at the very beginning of THE FLYBOY S TEMPTATION, perilous
threats continue to occur with few breaks During the periods when danger does let up for a
short time, lots of steamy sexual encounters take place because desire between the main
couple is often practically uncontrollable Kimberly Van Meter fills her latest Blaze release
about a pilot and a scientist with action, passion and plenty of emotion I thoroughly enjoyed
their thrilling adventurous journey.Upon getting out of the service, James J.T Carmichael
and his brother started Blue Yonder, a charter plane business Since he was a pilot in the Air
Force, he is certainly qualified to fly the company s aircraft When a new client requests to
be flown to South American as quickly as possible, J.T has a feeling something about the
deal may not be completely legitimate But after just having his brother inform him of their
need to make a profit soon or their business will have to close, he agrees to her terms
because the amount she is willing to pay may keep them working for a little
longer.Unfortunately, before J.T and Dr Hope Larsen can make it to her destination, they
have problems and are forced to crash land in a remote area of Mexico The jungle poses its

own dangers, and with no idea of where they actually are, the couple has to prepare
themselves for any number of scenarios or they may not make it out alive Though Hope
does not fully disclose her reason for making the journey, she and J.T do need to work
together without conflict in order to survive But getting close to each other has its own
complications.There is just something about a situation where two strangers are fighting for
their lives that really grabs my attention, and when the attraction between them is sky high,
then it can lead to all kinds of passionate developments and make the story doubly
interesting With J.T being someone who makes hasty decisions while Hope is a constant
planner, their behavior is vastly different and often has them at odds with one another Their
comments are frequently sarcastic, and both can come up with a sharp retort in an instant I
could not keep from laughing at some of theircomical comebacks The situations J.T and
Hope must face are often life threatening, and I enjoyed seeing how each would respond to
the danger Though he often appeared laidback, the military training of J.T would kick in
when needed, while the logical thinking of the scientist did not always lead to the right
conclusion.With the huge contrasts in just about everything that concerns J.T and Hope, it
did not seem like a relationship would ever work for this couple With plenty of highs and
lows, Kimberly Van Meter puts these two through a large number of challenges before
anything significant can build between them The threats to them are a possibility in our
modern world, and the author makes several of the situations certainly frightening What J.T
and Hope had to experience often resulted in emotional turmoil, and I eagerly waited to see
what they would decide in the end It appears there will be an upcoming story about the hero
s brother, and I am very glad for this opportunity to discoverabout Teagan THE FLYBOY S
TEMPTATION is hotly sensual plus action packed.Copy received from author for Always
Reviewing blog Filled with intrigue, hot men, and combustible attraction J.T Carmichael is
trying to behave and save the charter flight business that he and his brother run together,
he really is but he just seems to attract trouble wherever he goes Hope Larson shows up
with an offer he can t refuse considering the business is about to go bankrupt She needs to
get to South America, like yesterday When bullets start flying before they are even in the
air, J.T starts second guessing this too good to pass up deal he just agreed to When the
plane crashes in the jungles of Mexico, will they make it out alive when the bad men that
were after Hope come searching for them Hot, sexy intense read
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Star for so many reasonsToasted from my Ebook Library. ^FREE BOOK ? The Flyboys
Temptation ? Risky Business A Redhead With Long Legs, Creamy Kissable Skin And A Big
Fat Wad Of Cash That S The Kind Of Trouble Former Air Force Pilot J T Carmichael Can T
Resist With His Charter Flight Business On The Verge Of Bankruptcy, JT Can T Afford To
Say No To The Money Or The Uniquely Sexy Woman Who Needs To Get To South
America Immediately Until The Bullets Start Flying When His Plane Goes Down
Somewhere In The Mexican Jungle, JT Realizes Two ThingsHe Might Not Make It Out
Alive, AndHe Wants Hope Larsen Something Fierce Stranded And Fighting For Their Lives,
Neither Hope Nor JT Can Avoid The Inevitable Rush Of Pure, Heated Lust Now This Flyboy
Isn T Just Flying In The Face Of Danger He S Sleeping With Her
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